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Spatiotemporal Analysis of Flow-Induced Intermediate Filament
Displacement in Living Endothelial Cells
Abstract
The distribution of hemodynamic shear stress throughout the arterial tree is transduced by the endothelium
into local cellular responses that regulate vasoactivity, vessel wall remodeling, and atherogenesis. Although the
exact mechanisms of mechanotransduction remain unknown, the endothelial cytoskeleton has been
implicated in transmitting extracellular force to cytoplasmic sites of signal generation via connections to the
lumenal, intercellular, and basal surfaces. Direct observation of intermediate filament (IF) displacement in
cells expressing green fluorescent protein-vimentin has suggested that cytoskeletal mechanics are rapidly
altered by the onset of fluid shear stress. Here, restored images from time-lapse optical sectioning fluorescence
microscopy were analyzed as a four-dimensional intensity distribution function that represented IF positions.
A displacement index, related to the product moment correlation coefficient as a function of time and
subcellular spatial location, demonstrated patterns of IF displacement within endothelial cells in a confluent
monolayer. Flow onset induced a significant increase in IF displacement above the nucleus compared with
that measured near the coverslip surface, and displacement downstream from the nucleus was larger than in
upstream areas. Furthermore, coordinated displacement of IF near the edges of adjacent cells suggested the
existence of mechanical continuity between cells. Thus, quantitative analysis of the spatiotemporal patterns of
flow-induced IF displacement suggests redistribution of intracellular force in response to alterations in
hemodynamic shear stress acting at the lumenal surface.
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Spatiotemporal Analysis of Flow-Induced Intermediate Filament
Displacement in Living Endothelial Cells
Brian P. Helmke,*† David B. Thakker,*† Robert D. Goldman,‡ and Peter F. Davies*†§
*Institute for Medicine and Engineering, †Department of Bioengineering, and §Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104; and ‡Department of Cell and Molecular Biology,
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ABSTRACT The distribution of hemodynamic shear stress throughout the arterial tree is transduced by the endothelium into
local cellular responses that regulate vasoactivity, vessel wall remodeling, and atherogenesis. Although the exact mecha-
nisms of mechanotransduction remain unknown, the endothelial cytoskeleton has been implicated in transmitting extracel-
lular force to cytoplasmic sites of signal generation via connections to the lumenal, intercellular, and basal surfaces. Direct
observation of intermediate filament (IF) displacement in cells expressing green fluorescent protein-vimentin has suggested
that cytoskeletal mechanics are rapidly altered by the onset of fluid shear stress. Here, restored images from time-lapse
optical sectioning fluorescence microscopy were analyzed as a four-dimensional intensity distribution function that repre-
sented IF positions. A displacement index, related to the product moment correlation coefficient as a function of time and
subcellular spatial location, demonstrated patterns of IF displacement within endothelial cells in a confluent monolayer. Flow
onset induced a significant increase in IF displacement above the nucleus compared with that measured near the coverslip
surface, and displacement downstream from the nucleus was larger than in upstream areas. Furthermore, coordinated
displacement of IF near the edges of adjacent cells suggested the existence of mechanical continuity between cells. Thus,
quantitative analysis of the spatiotemporal patterns of flow-induced IF displacement suggests redistribution of intracellular
force in response to alterations in hemodynamic shear stress acting at the lumenal surface.
INTRODUCTION
Endothelial cells (ECs) lining the artery wall respond to
changes in hemodynamic shear stress acutely by mediation
of vasoregulatory events in the underlying vessel wall and
chronically by adaptation of morphology and gene and
protein expression (Davies, 1995; Resnick et al., 1997;
Chien et al., 1998). Although the mechanisms by which ECs
sense changes in the mechanical environment remain un-
known, several recent studies have proposed that the cy-
toskeleton and associated linking complexes serve as prin-
cipal pathways for force transmission throughout the
cytoplasm (Ingber, 1991; Davies, 1995). Applied extracel-
lular force can be transmitted via integrin linkages (Burr-
idge and Chrzanowska-Wodnicka, 1996; Schmidt et al.,
1998) and redistributed both globally and locally (Ingber,
1991; Choquet et al., 1997; Heidemann et al., 1999). Thus,
it is likely that cytoskeletal deformation or adaptation in
response to spatial variation in hemodynamic shear stress
represents an intracellular force redistribution that plays a
role in the integration of mechanotransduction pathways.
Recent in vitro models have demonstrated cytoskeletal
adaptation in ECs fixed after exposure to shear stress for
discrete time periods (Dewey et al., 1981; Levesque and
Nerem, 1985; Malek and Izumo, 1996; Galbraith et al.,
1998). On a time scale of hours, alignment of cytoskeletal
filaments and elongation of cell shape parallel to the flow
direction have been measured. However, redistribution of
forces within the cell may occur within seconds to minutes
after extracellular force application. Cytoskeleton move-
ment in living cells can be observed through the use of
green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Doyle and Botstein, 1996;
Carminati and Stearns, 1997; Westphal et al., 1997;
Ballestrem et al., 1998; Ho et al., 1998; Yoon et al., 1998).
Our recent observations of intermediate filament (IF) dis-
placement in ECs during onset of shear stress suggest that
extracellular forces acting on the lumenal membrane are
redistributed within minutes to other intracellular sites
(Helmke et al., 2000).
Because IFs are displaced heterogeneously at various
locations within the cytoplasm (Helmke et al., 2000), a
quantitative method to evaluate the spatial and temporal
distribution of cytoskeletal movement is needed. Previous
methods have emphasized measurement of orientation (Ne-
rem et al., 1981; Petroll et al., 1993; Palmer and Bizios,
1997; Karlon et al., 1999) and/or shape (Nerem et al., 1981)
at a cellular length scale using manual methods (Nerem et
al., 1981; Galbraith et al., 1998), Fourier analysis (Palmer
and Bizios, 1997), or intensity gradients in real space (Kar-
lon et al., 1999). Significant changes in whole-cell param-
eters were measured only at a longer time scale (hours).
However, measurements at a subcellular length scale are
necessary to describe local displacement of cytoskeletal
filament networks that may be relevant to intracellular force
transmission or transduction. Here an automated image-
processing method is introduced that computes the three-
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dimensional (3-D) product moment cross-correlation
(PMCC) as a function of subcellular spatial location and
time. An algorithm implemented in Matlab software com-
putes PMCC as a quantitative measure of fluorescence
intensity spatial covariance among 3-D image pairs. A dis-
placement index (DI) is defined that objectively describes
regional IF movement independently of fluorescence inten-
sity magnitude. Spatial and temporal variations in DI reveal
patterns of endothelial cytoskeleton movement in response
to onset of shear stress.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and transfection
A plasmid encoding GFP fused to the N-terminus of human vimentin
(pEGFP-hVIM-Myc) (Yoon et al., 1998) was transfected into bovine aortic
ECs using a liposomal method (Lipofectin, Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD)
according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Briefly, ECs plated at
1 3 1024 to 2 3 1024 cells cm22 were treated for 2.5 h with low-serum
medium (Opti-MEM I, Gibco) containing 1–2 mg of plasmid and 14 mg of
Lipofectin. Cells were allowed to recover overnight in complete growth
medium (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10%
heat-inactivated calf serum). In some experiments, a cell line with stable
expression of GFP-vimentin was established by treatment with 400 mg
ml21 G418 (Gibco) beginning 2 days after transfection. Because the
plasmid contained a kanamycin/neomycin resistance gene (Yoon et al.,
1998), only cells expressing GFP-vimentin survived the selection pressure.
Groups of cells expressing similar levels of fluorescence intensity were
isolated and grown to confluence.
Glass coverslips (Bioptechs, Butler, PA) were washed in Sparkleen
detergent solution, rinsed with deionized water, and autoclaved. A suspen-
sion of 0.1-mm-diameter red fluorescent microspheres (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR) was dried onto the coverslips so that microspheres adhered to
the glass and served as fiducial markers for coverslip position during image
acquisition (Fig. 1, arrows). Cells expressing GFP-vimentin were plated
onto the coverslips over the microspheres and allowed to grow to conflu-
ence. All experiments were performed with confluent monolayers of cells.
Flow loop and flow chamber assembly
Coverslips with ECs expressing GFP-vimentin were assembled into a
heated parallel plate flow chamber (Bioptechs) and were maintained at
37°C. The chamber had rectangular geometry with height (h) 0.25 mm,
width (w) 14 mm, and length (l) 22 mm. A T-shaped header region served
to spread flow entering the chamber, thereby minimizing entrance effects.
Thus, flow through the chamber was fully developed steady Poiseuille
flow. The wall shear stress imposed on the cells was computed as tw 5
6 mQ/wh2, where m is fluid viscosity and Q is volume flow rate (Batchelor,
1967). In the present studies, Q was adjusted so that tw 5 12 dyn cm22,
which corresponds to physiological arterial values. The Reynolds number
with respect to chamber height was computed from Re 5 rtwh2/6 m2,
where r is fluid density (Batchelor, 1967). In these studies, Re , 10 so that
viscous drag forces dominated inertial forces and assumptions for Poi-
seuille flow were valid.
The flow chamber was assembled into a closed loop that consisted of an
upstream reservoir, the flow chamber mounted on a microscope stage, a
downstream reservoir, and a peristaltic pump that recirculated medium to
the upstream reservoir. Fluid flow was driven by gravity from the upstream
reservoir, which was placed at a height above the flow chamber calibrated
to generate the desired flow rate. The downstream reservoir was placed in
a water bath maintained at 37°C, and a humidified 5% CO2/95% air
mixture was equilibrated with the fluid surface to maintain pH.
Image acquisition
Wide-field fluorescence optical sections were acquired using a DeltaVision
system (Applied Precision, Issaquah, WA) that consisted of a mercury arc
illumination source, a Zeiss 63X/1.4NA Plan Apochromat objective lens, a
cooled CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ), and appropriate
barrier filter sets (Chroma, Brattleboro, VT) for GFP (lex 5 490 nm;
lem 5 528 nm) and red fluorescent microspheres (lex 5 555 nm; lem 5
617 nm). Spatial and temporal normalization of the illumination intensity
allowed quantitative analysis of GFP-vimentin fluorescence intensity
(Hiraoka et al., 1990; Kam et al., 1993).
After flow loop assembly and chamber placement on the microscope
stage, cells were selected that expressed GFP-vimentin distributed to the
endogenous IF network. Dual-wavelength 3-D image stacks with 0.25–
0.50-mm spacing between optical sections were acquired every 3 min for
20–30 min. A step change in flow was imposed so that tw 5 12 dyn cm22,
and image acquisition continued at the same rate for an additional 20–30
min.
Image processing
A quantitative method for image restoration improved the spatial precision
of IF locations over that typically measured by wide-field fluorescence
microscopy. A point spread function, which describes the 3-D distribution
of light emitted from a diffraction-limited point source of fluorescence, was
measured experimentally. A constrained iterative deconvolution algorithm
(Hiraoka et al., 1990) was applied to 3-D arrays of optical sections to
reposition out of focus light. This image restoration method yielded a
high-resolution spatial distribution of fluorescence intensity. Image resto-
FIGURE 1 Distribution of GFP-vimentin (green) in an EC within a
confluent monolayer. Neighboring cells not expressing GFP-vimentin are
not visible. Volume projection of 3-D fluorescence optical sections after
image restoration. Red fluorescent microspheres (arrows) were used in
time-lapse studies to subtract coverslip movement. Scale bar, 10 mm.
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ration and volume projections were computed using SoftWoRx software
(Applied Precision).
A coplanar set of red fluorescent microspheres on the coverslip was
chosen as a fiducial reference, and the 3-D positions within each image
stack were determined. Three-dimensional image volumes containing
GFP-vimentin fluorescence were chosen so that positions along the x, y,
and z axes were normalized relative to those of the microspheres. In this
manner, movement of GFP-vimentin fluorescence in the time-lapse anal-
ysis was attributable only to IF displacement and not to coverslip move-
ment. Four-dimensional analysis was performed on images containing one
to four cells from each of six experiments.
Mathematical processing
Deconvolved, position-normalized image sets were exported from Soft-
WoRx software as 8-bit multi-page TIFF files for mathematical analysis
using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). For each point (x, y, z) in 3-D
image space, the fluorescence intensity distribution as a function of time
was represented as f(x, y, z, t). Thus, the 4-D distribution function f
represents the IF network position in space and time.
To establish an appropriate length scale for subcellular analysis of IF
segment movement, the power spectrum of a 3-D image set at the begin-
ning of an experiment was analyzed. The 3-D discrete Fourier transform of
an image set with dimensions nx 3 ny 3 nz was computed as
F~u, v, w! 5 O
x50
nx21 O
y50
ny21 O
z50
nz21
f~x, y, z!
expF22piSuxnx 1 vyny 1 wznzDG, (1)
where (u, v, w) corresponds to the frequency domain coordinate position
for (x, y, z) and i 5 (21)1/2. The power spectrum magnitude is given by
S 5 FF*, where F* is the complex conjugate of F. The spectral density S
was transformed to cylindrical coordinates, S(r, u, w), where r2 5 u2 1 v2
and tan u 5 v/u. To determine the frequency response along the r axis, S(r)
was computed as the integral of S(r, u, w) over all u and w values. A local
maximum was measured that corresponded to an average separation be-
tween IF segments in real space of 16 pixels (;1.7 mm). The integral of S
over the ru plane, S(w), produced a local maximum corresponding to the
resolution along the optical axis (;0.68 mm). For the subsequent regional
analysis, subimages were chosen that had twice these dimensions (32 3
32 3 16 pixels) to prevent aliasing (see Fig. 3).
The degree of overlap between spatial distributions of fluorescence at
two time points indicates the degree of displacement of the GFP-vimentin-
labeled IFs contained in the spatial region. It is convenient to measure the
degree of overlap between images at times ti and tj using the cross-product
moment (spatial covariance):
Cov@f~x, y, z, ti!, f~x, y, z, tj!# 5
1
nxnynz
O
x51
nx O
y51
ny O
z51
nz
@~f~x, y, z, ti! 2 f~x, y, z, ti!#!~f~x, y, z, tj! 2 f~x, y, z, tj!#!#,
(2)
where
f~x, y, z, t!#5 1
nxnynz
O
x51
nx O
y51
ny O
z51
nz
f~x, y, z, t!
is the mean intensity in the 3-D image at time t. To eliminate the depen-
dence of the covariance on the number of non-zero data points and the
absolute intensity scale, it is normalized by the product of the variances,
where the variance at time t is given by
Var@f~x, y, z, t!# 5 1
nxnynz
O
x51
nx O
y51
ny O
z51
nz
~f~x, y, z, t!
2 f~x, y, z, t!#!2. (3)
The product moment correlation coefficient is defined using Eqs. 2 and 3 as
PMCC~ti , tj! 5
Cov@f~x, y, z, ti!, f~x, y, z, tj!#
~Var@f~x, y, z, ti!# Var@f~x, y, z, tj!#!1/2 .
(4)
Eq. 4 gives a normalized measure of degree of overlap of the 3-D IF
network structure at times ti and tj. Note that this is invariant with respect
to the absolute intensity scale and the number of non-zero data points.
Finally, a displacement index (DI) was computed from
DI~ti , tj! 5 1 2 PMCC~ti , tj!. (5)
For pairs of 3-D fluorescence intensity distribution functions measured at
distinct time points, values for the DI lie in the interval [0,1]. A value of
zero corresponds to high spatial overlap in IF positions, or zero displace-
ment; a value of one indicates that IF positions at the end of a time interval
are not correlated to the initial positions.
Computation of PMCC was implemented in Matlab script language,
enabling automation of results and output. PMCC data were imported into
Excel workbooks for DI computations and statistical analysis, as described
below.
Statistical analysis
To perform statistical analysis, the Fisher approximation for the probability
distribution function of the PMCC was used (davidmlane.com/hyperstat).
PMCC values were transformed using the equation
z9 5 0.5 3 lnS1 1 PMCC1 2 PMCCD. (6)
The transformed variable z9 is approximately normally distributed. The
mean and 95% confidence limits for z9 were computed and transformed
back into expected values and confidence intervals using the inverse Fisher
transformation:
PMCC 5
e2z9 2 1
e2z9 1 1. (7)
All-pairwise comparisons among spatially grouped z9 values were per-
formed using the Newman-Keuls procedure. Results are reported as sig-
nificant differences in expected values of DI when p , 0.05.
RESULTS
Flow-induced regional deformation of IFs
GFP-vimentin transiently expressed in bovine aortic ECs
was incorporated into the endogenous vimentin IF network
(Blose and Meltzer, 1981; Helmke et al., 2000). As illus-
trated in a volume projection image (Fig. 1), IF bundles of
varying thickness and length formed a complex intercon-
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nected mesh throughout the cytoplasm, and thicker bundles
were frequently observed in the perinuclear region. Cells
expressing GFP-vimentin were frequently surrounded by
neighboring cells in the confluent monolayer that were not
expressing the fluorescent protein. This allowed analysis of
movement within single cells in the monolayer. During
time-lapse experiments, 0.1-mm red fluorescent micro-
spheres (Fig. 1, arrows) served as fiducial markers of cov-
erslip position to correct for systematic movement in the IF
motion analysis.
Constitutive motion of GFP-vimentin in ECs was ob-
served even in the absence of flow (Helmke et al., 2000),
indicating that IFs form a dynamic cytoskeletal network.
However, the onset of unidirectional laminar shear stress
across the endothelial surface induced significant deforma-
tion of regions of IF segments (Fig. 2) that was superim-
posed on constitutive motion. In merged color images, IF
positions were compared just before (Fig. 2, red) and 3 min
after (Fig. 2, green) flow onset; yellow represented zero
displacement during the interval. Near the coverslip (Fig. 2,
A–C), heterogeneous displacement of IFs was measured.
Movement of adjacent filament segments consisted of trans-
lation and bending or flexing (Fig. 2 B) . In some regions,
groups of filaments underwent coordinated translation with
a minimum of mesh deformation (Fig. 2 C). Interestingly,
filaments in this region moved with direction and magnitude
similar to those in the neighboring cell (Fig. 2 B, right side),
suggesting that a mechanical link exists across the cell
boundary.
Heterogeneity of regional displacement was also mea-
sured in a focal plane near the cell apex (Fig. 2, D–F).
Translation of segment groups was clearly visible in high-
magnification insets (Fig. 2, E and F). Furthermore, fila-
ments reaching over the nucleus were displaced into the
focal plane after flow onset (Fig. 2 D), confirming that the
distribution of IF movement was three-dimensional and not
restricted to focal planes parallel to the coverslip. These data
demonstrate that onset of shear stress induced significant
displacement of IFs that was heterogeneously distributed in
three dimensions.
Spatial distribution of flow-induced IF movement
A displacement index, DI(ti, tj), was computed as a measure
of the degree of filament movement during a time interval.
If DI 5 0, then the fluorescence intensity distribution func-
tions overlap completely, indicating that no movement oc-
curred during the interval. Increasing values of DI corre-
spond to increased IF displacement during the interval. To
map the spatial distribution of movement, fluorescence im-
ages were divided into 3-D subimages (Fig. 3) as described
in Materials and Methods.
The spatial distribution of DI values in subimages was
compared with merged color images that demonstrated IF
movement (Fig. 4, A and B). Typically, small-magnitude
constitutive motion of IFs was measured in the absence of
shear stress (Fig. 4, A, C, E, and G). During the flow-onset
interval, increased IF displacement was measured in cyto-
plasmic regions downstream and laterally from the nucleus
(Fig. 4, B, D, F, and H). In contrast, no change in IF motion
occurred in regions located directly below the nucleus (cen-
ter of cell in Fig. 4 D). Strikingly, a consistent pattern of
increased IF displacement with height in the cell emerged
during the flow-onset interval.
Further comparison of the spatial distributions of DI
during no-flow and flow-onset intervals revealed patterns in
FIGURE 2 Merged color images of GFP-vimentin in optical sections
just before (0 min, red) and 3 min after (green) flow onset (tw 5 12 dyn
cm22); yellow represents zero displacement during the interval. Flow
direction in all images was left to right. (A) IF displacement in an optical
section 1.0 mm above the coverslip. Scale bar, 10 mm. (B) Heterogeneity
in IF motion in a higher magnification inset from A; IF bend and flex
(lower left) or translate (right). (C) Coordinated translation of a group of
IFs in an inset adjacent to B. Note that translation magnitude and direction
is similar to that at the edge of the adjacent cell shown in B, suggesting a
mechanical link between cells. Scale bar, 2 mm. (D) Optical section from
the same cells but located 5 mm above the coverslip. Note in particular the
appearance of green IFs overlying the nucleus, representing IFs that were
displaced into the focal plane after flow onset. Scale bar, 10 mm. (E–F)
Higher magnification insets from D showing significant IF displacement in
these apical regions. Scale bar, 2 mm.
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flow-induced IF motion. In the cell studied in Fig. 5, onset
of shear stress induced increased IF motion in most cyto-
plasmic regions (Fig. 5, D, F, and H) compared with the
constitutive motion measured without flow (Fig. 5, C, E,
and G). As in Fig. 4, flow-induced displacement increased
with height in the cell. This is demonstrated in an xz-plane
projection of a row of regions along the flow axis through
the center of the cell (Fig. 5, I–L). Larger increases in DI
were induced by flow near the apical surface than in other
cytoplasmic regions, and increased IF motion was measured
both on the upstream slope and directly above the nucleus.
Flow-induced IF displacement was not constant at each
height, indicating that IF deformation was spatially hetero-
geneous and not a simple shear deformation. Thus, shear
stress applied to the lumenal surface may be transmitted
through the cell in a manner that depends on cytoskeletal
network morphology.
Patterns in the spatial distribution of IF displacement
during flow onset were also measured in four adjacent cells
within the same monolayer (Fig. 6, cells a–d). Near the
coverslip in cell b (Fig. 6 A), increased displacement oc-
curred in the downstream regions. In the adjacent cell down-
stream (Fig. 6, cell c), a similar pattern of increased DI was
measured in regions along the trailing edge of the cell both
near the coverslip (Fig. 6 A) and at a higher z position (Fig.
6 B). Near the apical surfaces, the largest displacements
were measured above the nucleus and near the upstream
edge of cell b (Fig. 6 C), whereas most flow-induced move-
ment was located lateral to the nucleus in cell c (Fig. 6 C).
In all four cells, flow-induced IF displacement clearly in-
creased with height in the cell. IFs above the nucleus
exhibited the largest deformations during the flow-onset
interval (Fig. 6 C). These spatial maps of DI demonstrate
FIGURE 3 Example spatial grid demonstrating subdivision of GFP-
vimentin fluorescence into 3-D subregions with size 3.4 mm 3 3.4 mm 3
1.7 mm.
FIGURE 4 Spatial map of GFP-vimentin IF displacement during no-
flow and flow-onset intervals. (A and B) Merged color images showing IF
position near the coverslip (z 5 0.0–1.7 mm) at the beginning (red) and end
(green) of consecutive 3-min intervals with no flow (A) or immediately
after flow onset (B) . (Insets) Regions of flow-induced IF displacement that
exceeded constitutive displacement. (C–H) Color maps of DI that measure
the magnitude of IF displacement near the coverslip (z 5 0.0–1.7 mm; C
and D), in mid-height regions (z 5 1.7–3.4 mm; E and F), and near the
lumenal surface (z 5 3.4–5.1 mm; G and H). (Insets) Regions of color
change indicating flow-induced alterations in DI. Flow direction is left to
right. Subimage size, 3.4 mm 3 3.4 mm 3 1.7 mm. See text for discussion
of spatial patterns of displacement.
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quantitatively the spatial patterns of IF displacement among
adjacent cells in response to flow onset.
A statistical comparison among spatial areas within ECs
was performed to evaluate patterns of IF displacement.
Subimages were grouped into six areas defined relative to
flow direction and nuclear position: upstream, downstream,
FIGURE 5 Spatial map of flow-induced IF displacement as a function of
location in the cell. (A and B) Merged color images showing IF position
near the coverslip (z 5 0.0–1.7 mm) at the beginning (red) and end (green)
of consecutive 3-min intervals with no flow (A) or immediately after flow
onset (B). (C–H) Color maps of DI showing distributions in xy projections
near the coverslip (z 5 0.0–1.7 mm; C and D), in mid-height regions (z 5
1.7–3.4 mm; E and F), and near the lumenal surface (z 5 3.4–5.1 mm; G
and H). (I–J) Merged color images of xz projections showing IF positions
in the row of regions outlined in C–H. Merged color images show fluo-
rescence distribution at the beginning (red) and end (green) of consecutive
3-min intervals with no flow (I) and immediately after flow onset (J).
(K–L) DI color maps of xz projections illustrating variations in IF displace-
ment with height but without preferential distribution of flow-induced
displacement along the flow direction. Flow direction is left to right.
Subimage size, 3.4 mm 3 3.4 mm 3 1.7 mm.
FIGURE 6 Spatial distribution of DI in a cell line with stable expression
of GFP-vimentin during a 3-min flow-onset interval. Outlines of four
neighboring cells (a–d) are illustrated. DI values in subimages are shown
near the coverslip (z 5 0.0–1.7 mm; A), in mid-height regions (z 5 1.7–3.4
mm; B), and near the lumenal surface (z 5 3.4–5.1 mm; C). Flow direction
is left to right. Subregion size, 3.4 mm 3 3.4 mm 3 1.7 mm. See text for
discussion of spatial patterns of displacement.
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left, right, below, and above. Expected values and 95%
confidence intervals for DI were computed for each spatial
area (Table 1), and all-pairwise comparisons between
groups during the flow-onset interval were performed
(Newman-Keuls procedure). In a single cell during the
flow-onset interval, DI did not vary significantly among
lateral regions of the cell, including upstream and down-
stream from the nucleus. However, DI in the area below the
nucleus was significantly smaller than in the other five areas
in the cell, as DI increased during the flow-onset interval in
most cell regions relative to that below the nucleus. These
significant differences (p , 0.05) among DI values were
mapped schematically (Fig. 7). Comparisons within a single
cell (Fig. 7 A) confirmed quantitatively the trends in flow-
induced differences observed in spatial maps of DI values
(see Fig. 4).
Statistical comparisons were performed in a similar man-
ner for DI values from nine cells (Table 1). Although spatial
maps of DI varied from cell to cell, pooled data exhibited
interesting trends in the pattern of intracellular IF displace-
ment (Fig. 7 B). DI values in the area above the nucleus
were significantly larger than those below the nucleus.
Larger IF displacement may be expected near the lumenal
surface where shear stress forces act directly. Similarly, IF
displacement below the nucleus may be smaller than in
other areas due to relative stability in this area. DI in areas
above and below the nucleus was larger and smaller, re-
spectively, than in areas either upstream or left, indicating
spatial gradients in the degree of IF displacement. Finally,
the area downstream from the nucleus was displaced more
than the upstream, left, or right areas in the cell. This
implies that IF displacement may depend on connections
among filaments in the network in addition to a direct
response to flow forces on the upstream surface of the cell.
Taken together, these results indicate that, on average, flow-
induced IF displacement increases with height in the cell,
and variability of spatial gradients of displacement may be
related to structural differences among cells.
Temporal distribution of flow-induced
IF movement
Comparison of DI values before, during, and after flow
onset in subregions of cells confirmed that significant dis-
placement occurred with the onset of flow (Fig. 8) but not
during the succeeding continued-flow intervals. To charac-
terize IF displacement in a cell with respect to time, DI
values in each subimage were plotted as a function of time
interval and height region (Fig. 8 A), and 95% confidence
intervals for each height and time interval were computed
(Fig. 8 B). During consecutive 3-min intervals with no flow,
small variations in DI occurred; however, the confidence
intervals remained constant, indicating a steady-state con-
stitutive motion of IFs. Both the magnitude of displacement
and the variability in DI among spatial regions were in-
creased with height in the cell during the flow-onset inter-
val. DI was decreased during the succeeding flow interval
and reached a new steady state in the continued presence of
shear stress.
To describe more precisely the spatial distribution of
flow-induced changes, pairwise comparisons were per-
formed between consecutive no-flow and flow-onset inter-
vals within spatial areas defined relative to flow direction
TABLE 1 Expected values and 95% confidence intervals for
DI during the flow-onset interval in areas of cells defined
relative to nuclear position and flow direction as illustrated in
Fig. 7
One cell Nine cells
DI 95% CI DI 95% CI
Upstream 0.36 (0.28, 0.46) 0.32 (0.29, 0.35)
Downstream 0.44 (0.40, 0.49) 0.38 (0.35, 0.42)
Left 0.52 (0.45, 0.61) 0.29 (0.26, 0.32)
Right 0.35 (0.28, 0.43) 0.26 (0.24, 0.29)
Below 0.19 (0.16, 0.23) 0.22 (0.20, 0.25)
Above 0.53 (0.46, 0.61) 0.44 (0.39, 0.49)
Data were from a single cell or pooled from nine cells from six separate
experiments. Significant differences in pairwise comparisons are mapped
schematically in Fig. 7.
FIGURE 7 Schematic diagram of spatial differences in DI during 3-min
flow-onset interval mapped relative to flow direction and nuclear position
in a single cell within the monolayer (A) and computed from pooled data
from nine cells in six experiments (B). Diagrams show schematic repre-
sentations of cell projections onto xy, xz, and yz planes, as indicated. Flow
direction was parallel to the x axis. DI distributions in subregions located
upstream, downstream, left, right, below, and above the nucleus were
compared. As described in Materials and Methods, all-pairwise compari-
sons among DI values (see Table 1) in each spatial area were performed
(Newman-Keuls procedure). Bold arrows show pairs of areas that were
significantly different from each other (p , 0.05). Note that the results in
A were computed for the cell shown in Fig. 4.
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and nuclear position. As in Fig. 7, six areas were examined:
upstream, downstream, left, right, below, and above the
nucleus. The percent change in DI from no-flow to flow-
onset interval was computed for areas of nine cells individ-
ually and for pooled data (Table 2). Flow onset induced
increased displacement in nearly all spatial regions of cells;
decreases were rarely observed. Although flow-induced
changes in DI were variable among regions and from cell to
cell, several trends were noted. Within individual cells, DI
below the nucleus increased significantly with flow onset in
only one of nine cells, and no significant differences were
measured in upstream regions of nine cells (p , 0.05,
Newman-Keuls procedure). However, in an area above the
nucleus, DI increased significantly in five of nine cells.
Flow onset tended to act primarily in areas of the cell near
the lumenal surface. Although data from individual cells
was variable, comparisons between time intervals for
pooled data from nine cells demonstrated a significant effect
of flow onset in all areas except below the nucleus. Thus,
during the flow-onset interval, IF displacement was in-
creased significantly over constitutive motion except in
regions located below the nucleus that may be mechanically
stabilized relative to areas near the lumenal surface.
DISCUSSION
Shear stress acting on the lumenal surface of endothelial
cells contributes to the physiological regulation of the vessel
wall through multiple interactions among intracellular sig-
naling networks (reviewed in Davies, 1995). These cellular
mechanotransduction mechanisms may be potentiated in
part by structural adaptation of vessel wall cells to local
variations in arterial hemodynamics. Adaptation of cellular
shape and reorganization of cytoskeletal networks has been
measured after hours of unidirectional laminar flow in vitro
(Dewey et al., 1981; Levesque and Nerem, 1985; Malek and
Izumo, 1996; Galbraith et al., 1998). As a result, previous
automated methods to measure cellular adaptation have
focused on characterizing the distribution of cellular orien-
tation using Fourier (Kohler et al., 1994; Palmer and Bizios,
1997) or texture-based (Karlon et al., 1999) methods. How-
ever, rapid deformation of cytoskeletal filaments has been
demonstrated within minutes after introducing an altered
hemodynamic profile (Helmke et al., 2000). On this shorter
time scale, morphometric parameters describing the cellular
length scale are not expected to change. Instead, character-
ization of adaptation at a subcellular length scale is required.
Thus, a quantitative method has been developed to analyze
IF displacement magnitude as a 4-D function of space and
time during the first few minutes after onset of shear stress.
A spatiotemporal analysis of IF displacement using DI
has several advantages over previous methods. Because
fluorescence intensity distributions are compared in three
FIGURE 8 DI distribution in a single cell grouped by height for con-
secutive 3-min intervals with no flow, immediately after flow onset, and in
the presence of continued flow. (A) Increase in magnitude and variability
of DI computed from individual subimages during flow onset, followed by
less variation with continued flow. The degree and variability of displace-
ment during flow-onset interval increased with height in the cell. (B) The
95% confidence intervals computed from DI values in A and grouped by
height in the cell. For all height groups, DI increased significantly (p ,
0.05) during the flow-onset interval compared with the previous no-flow
interval. Furthermore, DI during the flow-onset interval was significantly
different among height groups (p , 0.05).
TABLE 2 Percent change in DI from no-flow to flow-onset
interval in areas of cells defined relative to nuclear position
and flow direction as in Fig. 7
Upstream Downstream Left Right Below Above
Cell 1 154 1160* 174 N/A 117 1203*
Cell 2 136 136 134 175* 115 196*
Cell 3 N/A 1136* 1109* 171 175* 1143*
Cell 4 158 N/A 134 154 123 173
Cell 5 176 173 1108 139 127 191*
Cell 6 26 182* 163* 163* 29 0
Cell 7 148 118 181 28 23 122
Cell 8 126 124 118 114 13 166*
Cell 9 130 135 137 131 118 114
Pooled 138* 173* 154* 145* 114 164*
Data were not available for regions near the edge of an image in cells 1, 3,
and 4. Values in the last row were computed from pooled data from areas
of nine cells from six separate experiments. Pairwise comparisons were
performed between no-flow and flow-onset intervals within each region
using the Newman-Keuls procedure as described in the text.
*p , 0.05.
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dimensions, detection of IF movement along the optical axis
is possible. A 3-D measurement often revealed IF displace-
ment that was not visible in 2-D projection images. Because
DI is insensitive to the absolute fluorescence intensity mag-
nitude, a detailed quantitative comparison of the spatial
distribution of IF movement can be performed without
correction for minor fluctuation in image brightness. In
addition to changes in average filament orientation, DI also
includes IF translation in 3-D. As a result, filament displace-
ment was measured in cases where filament or local net-
work shape did not change. Finally, DI measures movement
of IFs on a subcellular length scale, allowing measurement
of an intracellular distribution of displacement that is not
visible at a longer whole-cell length scale. Furthermore, the
length scale can be chosen to include relevant morpholog-
ical features of interest by adjusting the subimage size over
which the DI is computed.
The DI defined here represents the first computational
result to quantitatively compare 4-D fluorescence intensity
functions acquired from living ECs. To gain the most in-
formation from the fluorescence data, however, high-reso-
lution image sets with adequate signal-to-noise ratio must
be obtained. Because the PMCC within the DI computation
measures the degree of overlap of fluorescence intensity
distribution functions, sensitivity to IF displacement de-
pends to some extent on the width of fluorescence peaks
corresponding to filament positions. Thus, low-resolution or
low-contrast images would limit the ability to detect
changes in IF position. Furthermore, systematic errors dur-
ing data acquisition due to coverslip movement may result
in false interpretation of the degree of IF movement. In the
present study, the ability to detect IF displacement was
maximized by image restoration (Hiraoka et al., 1990) and
normalization for coverslip position using fluorescent
microspheres.
Satcher and Dewey (1996) predicted a Young’s modulus
of order 105 dyn/cm2 for ECs using an open-cell foam
model. The F-actin cytoskeleton was represented as an
interconnecting lattice of cubic unit cells that deformed at
their edges. However, the corners of the unit cell, which
represented filament cross-links, were considered to be
rigid. The predicted Young’s modulus may therefore repre-
sent an upper bound on the range for whole cells. The
composite modulus is more likely determined by more
complicated and heterogeneous intracellular structures that
allow for filament interactions and flexible connections.
Although the IF movement measured here was spatially
heterogeneous, the absolute displacement magnitudes of
individual IFs within the network (Helmke et al., 2000)
were consistent with other measurements of mechanical
properties in polymer gels (Janmey et al., 1991) and in
intact cells (Schmid-Scho¨nbein et al., 1981; Dong et al.,
1988; Theret et al., 1988; Needham and Hochmuth, 1990;
Haga et al., 1998). The median displacement of 35 ran-
domly chosen IF positions after 3 min of exposure to shear
stress of 12 dyn/cm2 was ;0.2 mm (Helmke et al., 2000).
For a simple shear deformation of a cell with height 5 mm,
this corresponds to a shear modulus of order 300 dyn/cm2.
In vitro measurements on gels of polymerized actin or
vimentin predict shear moduli of 2830 dyn/cm2 and 320
dyn/cm2, respectively (Janmey et al., 1991). Interestingly,
the elastic modulus of a copolymerized actin-vimentin mix-
ture was ;1/3 that of pure actin (Janmey et al., 1998),
suggesting that interactions between different cytoskeleton
networks play a significant role in determining mechanical
properties. Using micropipet aspiration techniques, the ef-
fective Young’s modulus has been estimated to be ;103
dyn/cm2 for ECs (Theret et al., 1988) and platelets (Haga et
al., 1998), and the Young’s modulus for neutrophils lies in
the range 200–400 dyn/cm2 (Schmid-Scho¨nbein et al.,
1981; Dong et al., 1988). Thus, the magnitude of IF defor-
mation measured here is consistent with experimentally
measured cytoplasmic viscoelastic properties.
Spatial maps of DI (Figs. 4–6) represent the instanta-
neous strain magnitude distribution as a function of time.
Whereas previous studies have measured average cytoskel-
etal strain using internalized microsphere markers (Simon
and Schmid-Scho¨nbein, 1990; Caille et al., 1998), 4-D
GFP-vimentin fluorescence allows measurement of network
strain distribution directly from IF positions. The computa-
tion of flow-induced cytoskeletal network strain has several
important implications for understanding cellular biome-
chanics, as suggested by theoretical modeling of a shear
stress influence on actin dynamics (Suciu et al., 1997).
Prediction of fluid shear force distribution on the endothe-
lial surface has been computed from topographical maps
measured by atomic force microscopy (Barbee et al., 1995).
The maximum shear stress acts on the plasma membrane at
peaks in topography located over the nucleus. Pooled DI
computations for the nine cells studied here demonstrate
that IF displacement during flow onset was significantly
larger in the area above the nucleus than in most other areas
of the cytoplasm, suggesting a significant force redistribu-
tion to that region. However, the interpretation of force
transmission to those IFs is complicated by variability in
measurements among cells. For example, flow onset also
induced increased IF displacement in other lateral regions of
a cell so that motion above the nucleus, although larger in
magnitude, was not significantly different. Nevertheless, the
pattern of increased IF movement above the nucleus was
consistent in most cells.
During the flow-onset interval, a pattern of increased IF
displacement was consistently measured (Fig. 8), even
though significant heterogeneity was observed in the spatial
pattern in individual cells. Furthermore, spatial analysis of
changes in the DI during flow onset compared with no-flow
intervals (Table 2) demonstrated that regional IF displace-
ment was rarely decreased by onset of shear stress. The
increased IF displacements measured here suggest that he-
modynamic forces acting on the lumenal plasma membrane
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altered the tension distribution in the IF network. Force may
be transmitted to IF through apical plaques (Kano et al.,
1996), focal adhesion-like structures that serve as insertion
points for actin stress fibers. Vimentin interacts directly
with both actin stress fibers and phosphoinositide lipids in
vitro (Shah et al., 1998), and indirect interactions between
IF and stress fibers is possible through cross-linking mole-
cules such as plectin (Goldman et al., 1986; Flitney et al.,
1996; Svitkina et al., 1996). Thus, we propose that the
magnitude and/or local gradients of shear stress acting at the
cell surface (Barbee et al., 1995) are transmitted heteroge-
neously in a manner that depends on cytoskeletal network
morphology and physical interactions among structural
components. This redistribution of cytoplasmic force away
from the apical plasma membrane may contribute to alter-
ations in structural dynamics and signaling responses at
other locations in the cell (Davies et al., 1993, 1994; Berk et
al., 1995), including focal adhesion sites (Ingber, 1991;
Ishida et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 1998; Wernick et al.,
1998) and cell-cell junctions (DePaola et al., 1999; Noria et
al., 1999).
Another possible mechanism for flow-induced IF motion
involves biochemical regulation of IF dynamics. Mechano-
transduction results in activation of multiple signaling net-
works (Davies and Tripathi, 1993; Chen et al., 1999; Yan et
al., 1999) that may affect IF dynamics. For example, vi-
mentin polymerization is affected to some extent by phos-
phorylation state (Eriksson et al., 1992), suggesting that
activation of kinases and/or phosphatases by mechanical
stimuli may also participate in regulating IF structure. The
importance of this mechanism and its ability to achieve the
observed spatial heterogeneity in IF displacement remains
unclear, however.
The DI provides a quantitative description of the subcel-
lular distribution of IF displacement magnitude. It is sensi-
tive to the degree of 3-D IF motion during a specified time
interval. Further development of this method is in progress
that will take advantage of the 3-D cross-correlation com-
putation among discrete time intervals to derive both the
magnitude and direction of IF displacement. This will fa-
cilitate prediction of a direct spatial relationship between
hemodynamic force and cytoskeletal displacement.
In summary, the measurement of IF positions in living
ECs during onset of shear stress reveals new details about
cytoskeletal displacement at a subcellular length scale in
response to a physiological mechanical stimulus. Because
cytoskeletal movement is directly related to intracellular
force transmission, this analysis provides new insights into
mechanisms of endothelial responses to an altered hemody-
namic environment.
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